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Vibrationally state-resolved differential cross sections ~DCS! and product rotational distributions
have been measured for the Cl1HD(v51, J51)→HCl~DCl!1D~H! reaction at a mean collision
energy of 0.065 eV using a photoinitiated reaction ~‘‘photoloc’’! technique. The effect of HD
reagent rotational alignment in the Cl1HD(v51, J52) reaction has also been investigated. The
experimental results have been compared with exact quantum mechanical and quasiclassical
trajectory calculations performed on the G3 potential energy surface of Allison et al. @J. Phys.
Chem. 100, 13575 ~1996!#. The experimental measurements reveal that the products are
predominantly backward and sideways scattered for HCl(v850) and HCl(v851), with no forward
scattering at the collision energies studied, in quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions.
The experimental product rotational distribution for HCl(v851) also shows excellent agreement
with quantum-mechanical calculations, but the measured DCl1H to HCl1D branching ratio is near
unity, which is at variance with the theoretical calculations that predict about 3 times larger yield of
HCl1D at these collision energies. The reactivity shows a marked dependence on the direction of
the HD(v51, J52) rotational angular momentum, and experimental measurements of this reagent
alignment effect are in good agreement with theoretical predictions. © 2000 American Institute of
Physics. @S0021-9606~00!02002-X#
I. INTRODUCTION
Two important experimental and theoretical benchmarks
in reaction dynamics are the H1H2 and F1H2 reactions. In
order of increasing complexity, Cl1H2 is the next reaction
for which a substantial amount of experimental data exists,
reliable potential energy surfaces ~PES! based on ab initio
calculations are available, and several quasiclassical trajec-
tory ~QCT! and quantum mechanical ~QM! dynamical stud-
ies have been performed.1,2
The Cl1H2 reaction plays a key role in chemical kinet-
ics and serves as a case study for bimolecular reaction rate
theories.3–5 This reaction is also a prototype for a host of
Cl-atom reactions that are important in atmospheric chemis-
try and photochemical air pollution. Kumaran et al.6 have
recently summarized the extensive experimental work on
rate constants for the Cl1H2 reaction and its isotopic vari-
ants. Until very recently, however, several factors have pre-
vented the experimental determination of total and differen-
tial cross sections in molecular beam experiments.7,8
Casavecchia and co-workers7,8 have measured angular distri-
butions and time-of-flight spectra for HCl at different labo-
ratory scattering angles from the Cl1H2(v50) reaction at
the collision energy Ecol55.85 kcal mol21 ~0.254 eV!. The
kinematics of the experiment prevented a neat separation of
the HCl(v850,J8) states, but, nevertheless, the experimental
results proved to be sensitive to the rotational state distribu-
tion of the HCl product. Liu and co-workers9 have measured
the effects of H2 rotational states and Cl spin–orbit states on
the Cl1H2(v50) excitation function, and additionally re-
port that the vast majority of HCl products are back-
scattered. State-resolved DCSs, however, have not yet been
reported for this system.
From a theoretical point of view, the calculation of an
accurate potential energy surface is at least as challenging as
the experimental measurements at the molecular scale. In
contrast to the benchmark H1H2 and F1H2 reactions, the ab
initio calculations for Cl1H2 involve many more electrons,
with further complications arising from expected interactions
between the valence and core electrons and from spin–orbit
couplings. After several attempts to construct a reliable PES
for this system based on empirical10,11 and semiempirical12
approaches, only recently has it been possible to calculate an
ab initio PES ~hereafter G3!;13 this PES has been succesful
in reproducing rate constants6 and molecular beam8 measure-
ments from QM8,14 and QCT8,15 dynamical calculations.
Aoiz and Ban˜ares16 reported QCT calculations for the
Cl1HD(v50,1;J50,1) reaction on the G3 PES at 0.2775
eV and 0.65 eV collision energies. In this work, it was found
that the differential cross section ~DCS! changes dramati-
cally with vibrational excitation of the reagents. Whereas the
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DCS is purely backward for HD(v50), it becomes strongly
forward peaked for reaction with HD(v51). Furthermore,
the forward scattering is state specific, corresponding to HCl
product molecules scattered into v851. It is interesting that
this behavior is qualitatively the same as that experimentally
observed for the Cl1CH4(n351)→HCl(v850,1;J8)1CH3
reaction studied by Zare and co-workers using the photoloc/
core-extraction technique.17,18
The present study of the Cl1HD (v51; J51,2) reac-
tion provides the first experimental data on product internal
state and scattering distributions and isotopic branching ra-
tios, at a mean collision energy of 0.065 eV. The measure-
ments have been extensively compared with QM and QCT
dynamical calculations performed on the G3 PES. In addi-
tion, this work presents measurements and calculations of the
effect of the alignment of the HD reagent angular momentum
on chemical reactivity. The high level of detail available in
this study provides an excellent testing ground for the H2Cl
PES and for the experimental and theoretical methods em-
ployed. This is of particular interest as a new global PES is
expected soon to become available for this system,19 and the
comparison between experiment and theory will be an im-
portant test for the new surface.
The paper is organized as follows: Sections II and III
present the experimental and theoretical methodologies, Sec.
IV contains the experimental and theoretical results and the
comparison between them, and Sec. V summarizes the main
conclusions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
In this section a concise summary of the experimental
apparatus and techniques pertinent to the present study of the
Cl1HD(v51) reaction is presented, and the reader is re-
ferred to previous publications for a more detailed
description.17,18 Briefly, Cl2, HD ~Cambridge Isotope, 97%
isotopic purity!, and helium are premixed in a 1:4:5 ratio and
expanded through a pulsed valve into vacuum. The reaction
is initiated by production of chlorine atoms from Cl2 pho-
tolysis at around 300 nm and by vibrational excitation of the
HD reagent using stimulated Raman pumping ~SRP!. Prod-
ucts are probed after 30–50 ns using 211 resonance-
enhanced multiphoton ionization ~REMPI! through the 2s
←1s transition at 243.1 nm for H and D atom products and
through the E←X transition at 247.2 nm for HCl products.20
Product ions are collected using a velocity-sensitive time-of-
flight ~TOF! mass spectrometer. It is well established that
speed distributions can be used to determine angular scatter-
ing ~DCSs! of the products from photoinitiated reactions.21,22
The core extraction technique17 has been employed to mea-
sure product speed distributions, and thus to determine the
DCSs for the reaction; more details on the analysis procedure
will be presented in Sec. IV A.
An injection-seeded Nd31:YAG laser ~Continuum Pow-
erlite 9020! is used to produce the light necessary for stimu-
lated Raman excitation of the HD reagent into its first vibra-
tional state. In many experiments in other laboratories,23,24
SRP is effected through the use of the Nd31:YAG second
harmonic ~532 nm! and a dye laser to produce tunable red
light. However, we have found that at the fluences necessary
for significant population of the HD molecules in v51, the
532-nm laser light excites the Cl2 precursor electronically,
which resulted in large ion backgrounds that renders the ex-
periment untenable. In order to avoid these background sig-
nals, the near-infrared output of a dye laser ~Continuum
ND6000, LDS 751 or LDS 765 dye! is used along with the
residual Nd31:YAG fundamental ~1064 nm!; these two laser
beams are referred to hereafter as the pump and Stokes
beam, respectively. Q-branch transitions are at lpump
5767 nm, and the S(0) transition is at lpump5751 nm. The
1064 nm light is linearly polarized using a thin-film polarizer
~CVI Laser Corp., TFP-1064!, and a delay line is used to
overlap the Nd31:YAG and dye laser beams temporally. A
photoelastic modulator is employed to control the polariza-
tion of the dye laser output. The pump and Stokes lasers are
combined on a 720–780 nm high reflector at 45° incidence
and focused into the reaction chamber using a 300 mm fused
silica lens. In order to match the two wavelengths to a HD
vibrational transition, a separate cell containing ;1 Torr HD
is used, and the resulting coherent anti-Stokes Raman
~CARS! signal at ;600 nm is monitored. After optimizing
the CARS signal, it is usually possible to adjust the wave-
length and spatial overlap in the molecular beam by observ-
ing reaction product signals. Typical laser powers are 400
mJ/pulse for the Stokes beam, and 50–70 mJ/pulse for the
pump beam; laser bandwidths are approximately 0.003 cm21
and 0.1 cm21, respectively.
The polarization of the pump beam is controlled on an
every-other-shot basis to be parallel or perpendicular to the
Stokes laser polarization. Because Q-branch transitions have
large oscillator strengths only when the SRP polarizations
are parallel, the population of the HD(v51) reagent can be
controlled by switching between parallel and crossed geom-
etries. A 20-fold enhancement in reactive signal was ob-
served when pumping HD(v51) Q(1) with parallel as op-
posed to crossed polarization geometries. No other aspect of
the experiment depends on the relative directions of the SRP
laser polarizations. Consequently, measurement of differ-
ences between parallel and crossed geometries constitutes an
extremely effective method for distinguishing reaction prod-
ucts from background signals.
Polarized stimulated Raman excitation on O- and
S-branch transitions can be used to create vibrationally ex-
cited populations with significant rotational alignment.25 The
effect of reagent alignment on reactivity has been investi-
gated by pumping the S(0) transition with parallel laser po-
larization to produce HD(v51,J52,M50); that is, the HD
rotational axis is always perpendicular ~classical limit! to the
laser polarization. The S(0) transition has been chosen be-
cause it results in the largest HD alignment and because this
alignment is determined by two-photon selection rules and
not by linestrengths. The HD alignment is therefore indepen-
dent of laser power, ignoring strong-field ~state-mixing! ef-
fects. The impact of the prepared alignment on the Cl1HD
reactivity is then measured by acquiring data with both the
pump and Stokes laser polarization vectors either parallel or
perpendicular to the TOF axis. These polarizations are simul-
taneously rotated by using an achromatic waveplate ~CVI
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Laser Corp., ACWP 700–1100!, which alternates position
every 10 s to ensure minimal drift of other experimental
parameters. For these reagent alignment experiments, care
was taken to ensure that there were no polarization-
dependent optics after the waveplate.
The ultraviolet ~UV! laser light for Cl2 photodissociation
is produced either at 299 nm or 303 nm by the same
Nd31:YAG laser employed for SRP. At these wavelengths,
more than 98% of the Cl atoms produced are in the ground
2P3/2 electronic state.26 Laser light at 299 nm is obtained by
Stokes-shifting the fourth harmonic of the Nd31:YAG laser
~266 nm! in a high-pressure hydrogen cell; the residual 532
nm light from the Nd31:YAG is then used to pump the dye
laser to produce the SRP pump beam. Alternatively, 303 nm
laser light is obtained by frequency doubling the output of an
additional dye laser ~Spectra Physics PDL-2! operating on
rhodamine 640 dye; in this case, the 532 nm output of the
Nd31:YAG is split to pump both the photolysis dye laser and
the SRP pump laser. For either photolysis wavelength, 5–10
mJ/pulse is gently focused to a ;1 mm diameter spot at the
interaction region. A half waveplate is used to place the pho-
tolysis laser polarization either parallel or perpendicular to
the TOF axis.
The D, H, and HCl reaction products were observed and
it was verified that each of their signals depended on ~1!
presence of SRP, photolysis, and probe lasers, ~2! SRP and
probe lasers being on resonance, ~3! SRP pump and Stokes
beams having parallel polarizations for Q-branch excitation,
and ~4! presence of Cl2 and HD in the reaction mixture. The
high sensitivity of the two-photon Lyman-a transition allows
facile detection of the D-atom product; virtually no back-
ground signals impede measurement. H-atom products are
detected, however, with more difficulty, because there are
large nonresonant background signals, presumably from pho-
todissociation and ionization of pump oil or other contami-
nants. These background signals are removed by the subtrac-
tion procedure but nonetheless result in a decrease of the
signal-to-noise ratio. Detection of HCl was difficult, and the
signal-to-noise obtained was sufficient to measure v851
product rotational distributions but insufficient to acquire
TOF profiles. Signal-to-noise considerations did not allow
the measurement of DCl products.
In the present experiments, the spread in collision energy
resulting from residual thermal motion of HD must be taken
into account. The range of collision energies contributing to
reaction is particularly large because of the large thermal
velocities of the light HD reagent. The reagent mixture was
cooled through supersonic expansion; however, molecular
expansions containing a large fraction of hydrogen often do
not show substantial translational cooling. Additionally, the
experiments required a relatively gentle supersonic expan-
sion in order to avoid the production of clusters. An upper
bound for the beam translational temperature was obtained
experimentally by measuring ion arrival profiles for H2 under
similar expansion conditions as those used in the Cl1HD
experiments. H2 was ionized using 311 REMPI at 246 nm;
there are many Rydberg states available near this
wavelength,27 and no particular efforts were made to identify
the nature of the intermediate state used for this process.
Figure 1~a! shows the ion arrival profile for H2
1 in our mo-
lecular expansion and compares it to the ion arrival profile
for room-temperature H2, measured via backfilling the cham-
ber. Clearly, the jet expansion results in a significant narrow-
ing of the profile. The instrumental resolution does not per-
mit the measurement of very low translational temperatures,
but the present data allow us to establish an upper bound of
50 K. This upper bound has been used to calculate the dis-
tribution of center-of-mass collision energies accessed in the
current study,28 which is graphed in Fig. 1~b!. The collision
energy distribution peaks at 65 meV and is approximately
Gaussian in form, with a full-width-at-half-maximum
~FWHM! of 55 meV. This spread in collision energy is sub-
stantial and needs to be taken into account in both the deter-
mination of product scattering and in the comparisons with
the theoretical results.
III. THEORETICAL METHODS
All the theoretical calculations have been carried out on
the G3 PES.13 The QM reactive scattering calculations have
FIG. 1. ~a! Measurement of the molecular beam translational temperature.
H2 is ionized using 311 REMPI and the resulting ion arrival profile is
broadened by thermal motions. A room-temperature sample ~dashed line!
obtained by back-filling the reaction chamber is compared to H2 in the
molecular beam ~solid line!. Concentrations in the molecular beam are simi-
lar to those used during the experiments. The beam temperature is estimated
to be 50 K. ~b! Collision energy distribution for the photoinitiated Cl1HD
reaction by photodissociation of Cl2 at 299 nm or 303 nm, assuming a beam
temperature of 50 K. The FWHM of the distribution is approximately
0.055 eV.
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been performed for the Cl1HD(v51,J51) reaction using a
coupled-channel hyperspherical coordinate method29,30 at a
total energy of 0.7571 eV, which corresponds to the mean
collision energy of the experiment (Ecol50.065 eV). It was
found that reaction probabilities were well converged with
the parameters used for the present calculations, Emax
52.0 eV, Jmax516, and Kmax52. The use of these param-
eters results in a coupled-channel basis set containing a total
of 287 channels for total angular momentum J tot50. For
J tot>2 there are 804 channels for HD(v51,J51),(21)J tot
521, and 517 channels for HD(v51,J51),(21)J tot51.
Calculations up to J tot519 were needed to get converged
DCSs.
The general method for the calculation of quasiclassical
trajectories is the same as the one used previously ~see for
instance Ref. 2!. In the present work, we have carried out
calculations of the collision energy dependence of the reac-
tion cross sections, i.e., the excitation function, sR(Ecol), for
the two channel reactions Cl1HD(v51,J51,2)
→HCl~DCl!1D~H!. A batch of 500 000 trajectories was run
for each of the Cl1HD(v51,J51,2) reactions in the energy
interval between the reaction threshold and 0.3 eV. As in
previous works, the sR(Ecol) were subsequently calculated
by the method of moments expansion in Legendre
polynomials31,32 using the reduced variable r5(2Ecol2E2
2E1)/(E22E1), where E1 and E2 are the minimum and
maximum collision energies for which the trajectories are
run. Using the same batches of trajectories, the collision en-
ergy dependence of the vibrationally state-resolved DCSs
was obtained by using a double expansion in Legendre poly-
nomials with arguments r and cos u as described in Ref. 2. In
addition, batches of 200 000 and 300 000 trajectories were
run for Cl1HD(v51,J51) at Ecol50.065 eV, and for
Cl1HD(v51,J52) at Ecol50.1 eV, respectively. The
method of moments expansion in Legendre polynomials was
used also to calculate the v8 state-resolved DCSs from these
batches of trajectories at fixed collision energy.33
In all the QCT calculations, the integration step size in
the trajectories was chosen to be 5310217 s, which guaran-
tees a conservation of the total energy better than 1 in 105
and better than 1 in 107 in the total angular momentum. The
initial rovibrational energies of the reagent and product mol-
ecules were calculated using the asymptotic diatomic poten-
tials of the PES, and they were fit subsequently to a Dunham
expansion in v11/2 and J(J11). The assignment of prod-
uct quantum numbers v8,J8 was carried out by equating the
square of the modulus of the classical rotational angular mo-
mentum of the HCl~DCl! molecule to @J8(J811)#\2. With
the ~real! J8 value so obtained, the vibrational quantum num-
ber v8 is found by equating the internal energy of the
HCl~DCl! molecule to a Dunham expansion. The values of
v8 and J8 found in this way were then rounded to the nearest
integer.
As has been addressed elsewhere,2,34,35 QCT calculations
can be exploited not only to get information on scalar prop-
erties but also on vector correlations. The k,J,k8 vector cor-
relation can provide useful information about the stereody-
namics of chemical reactions and, in particular, the role of
the direction of the reagent rotational angular momentum on
the reactivity. In what follows, k and k8 are defined to be the
directions of the reagent and product relative velocities, re-
spectively, and J the direction of the reagent rotational an-
gular momentum. The k vector is taken to be along the z axis
and the xz plane is defined as the one containing k and k8,
such that y[k3k8.
From the classical point of view, the most complete in-
formation about the k,J,k8 vector correlation is given by the
joint probability density function, P(u ,uJ ,fJ), which repre-
sents the relative reaction probability into a scattering angle
u, when the J vector points along a direction defined by uJ
and fJ in the center-of-mass ~CM! scattering frame. As in
the case of the k,k8,J8 vector correlation, the full spatial
distribution of the three k,J,k8 vectors can be expressed as
an expansion in modified spherical harmonics.34–36 The mo-
ments of the distribution ~the expansion coefficients! can be
written as a set of generalized polarization dependent differ-
ential cross sections, Skq(cos u), i.e.,
P~u ,uJ ,fJ!5
1
4p (kq ~2k11 !Skq~cos u!Ckq* ~uJ ,fJ!.
~1!
The Skq are, in general, imaginary functions. To obtain
real J-PDDCSs it is convenient to employ the Hertel–Stoll
convention:
Sq1$
k% ~cos u!5
1
&
@~21 !qSk1q~cos u!1Sk2q~cos u!# ,
Sq2$
k% ~cos u!5
2i
&
@~21 !qSk1q~cos u!2Sk2q~cos u!# ,
~2!
S0$
k%~cos u!5Sk0~cos u!.
Symmetry considerations resulting from the invariance
of the distribution of the product internuclear axis upon re-
flection on the scattering plane constrain the real
J-PDDCSs2,34–36 so that the Sq1$
k% and S0$
k% are nonzero only
for even k, and the Sq2$
k% are nonzero for odd k.
The u-independent J-polarization parameters, denoted
as sq
$k%
, are obtained from the J-PDDCSs by integration over
all scattering angles u. In terms of the expectation values of
the multipole moments of J, the first real polarization param-
eters are
s11
$1%5^sin uJ sin fJ&5^Jy /J&,
s0
$2%5^P2~cos uJ!&5^~3Jz2J2!/2J2&,
s11
$2%5)^sin uJ cos uJ cos fJ&5)^JxJz /J2&,
s21
$2%5
)
2 ^sin
2 uJ cos 2fJ&5
)
2 ^~Jx
22Jy
2!/J2&,
where Jx , Jy , and Jz are the components of J along the x, y,
and z axes, respectively. Therefore, each polarization param-
eter contains information on either the orientation ~odd
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moments! or the alignment ~even moments! of the direction
of the initial rotational angular momentum for reactive
collisions.
Also of importance are the renormalized J-PDDCSs,
Sq$
k%/S00(cos u), which describe the degree of reagent align-
ment or orientation as a function of u, with the product flux
at each angle normalized out. The renormalized J-PDDCSs
lend themselves to intuitive physical pictures of the reagent
alignment effects. They have the same physical meaning as
the polarization parameters, except that they represent the
conditional expectation values at a given CM scattering
angle. In this paper we deal primarily with the S0$
2%/S00 ,
S11$
2% /S00 , and S21$
2% /S00 moments.
The S0$
2%/S00 moment contains information on the sensi-
tivity of the reaction to the alignment of initial J with respect
to k. The classical limiting values are @21/2,1#. The 21/2
limit implies that the reaction takes place with reagent mol-
ecules whose J is perpendicular to k ~therefore, lying in the
xy plane!. The 11 limit implies that reaction prefers reagent
molecules whose J vector lies along the z(5k) axis.
The S11$
2% /S00 polarization moment contains information
on the preference of reaction for J alignment along the x
1z axis ~positive values! or along the x2z axis ~negative
values!; that is, the tilting of J with respect to the xy and yz
planes. Its maximum classical value is 1)/2 and corre-
sponds to the situation in which J is on the xz(kk8) plane
along the x1z axis. The zero value might correspond to two
different situations: J along the x or z axis or, irrespective of
the x and y components, along the y axis; i.e., xy and yz are
nodal planes. The minimum value, 2)/2, indicates that re-
action prefers to take place when J lies along the positive or
negative x – z axis.
Finally, the S21$
2% /S00 polarization moment gauges the
relative preference for J alignment along the x axis with
respect to the y axis (5k3k8). A positive value of this
moment implies that product molecules will be preferentially
ejected in the plane containing k and J, whereas a negative
value corresponds to the case where product molecules recoil
out of the k– J plane.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental results
1. Internal state and velocity distributions
HCl state distributions and H and D atom velocity dis-
tributions were measured for the Cl1HD(v51,J51) reac-
tion with the HD molecules vibrationally excited via the
Q(1) transition using SRP. Note that Q-branch excitation
precludes significant reagent alignment. The rotational state
distribution of the HCl(v851) products was recorded by 2
11 REMPI using the ~0,1! band of the E←X transition. The
use of the E state as intermediate causes significant dissocia-
tion of the detected HCl, resulting in large H1, Cl1, and
HCl1 signals. Therefore, the total H1 intensities from
Q(1) – Q(5) transitions were measured, and the HCl(v8
51) rotational populations were calculated using the empiri-
cal correction factors reported elsewhere.18 The resulting ro-
tational distribution, which is shown in Fig. 2, shows signifi-
cant rotational excitation, peaking at J853. Additionally, the
total H1 and D1 intensities were measured while scanning
over the H and D REMPI lines; assuming identical detection
efficiencies, a (DCl1H!:~HCl1D) branching ratio of (0.9
60.2):1 was obtained.
The ion arrival profile for the D-atom products is shown
in Fig. 3~a!. The profile was recorded at a photolysis wave-
length of 303 nm and with polarization perpendicular to the
TOF axis. Measurements of the D-atom profile at 299 nm
photolysis in a parallel polarization geometry yielded very
similar results. The direction of the SRP pump laser polar-
ization was flipped every other laser shot to distinguish re-
active signal from backgrounds, as was detailed in Sec. II.
Measurements of the H-atom profile showed reduced signal-
to-noise, and additionally, the profile is difficult to analyze;
we will discuss the H-atom data only briefly in the Sec. IV C.
The D1 arrival profile was analyzed to obtain the prod-
uct speed distribution, which is presented in Fig. 3~b!. Be-
cause of the low mass of the D atom and the large vibrational
spacing of the HCl molecule, the kinematics of the HCl1D
product channel are quite favorable for the present study.
D-atom products formed in coincidence with HCl(v850)
have about 2.2 times the center-of-mass velocity than those
formed in coincidence with HCl(v851). Consequently, the
vibrational state of the HCl product can be determined from
the D-atom speed distribution. The distribution in Fig. 3~b! is
presented with a vertical dashed line which demarcates the
possible ranges of D-atom speeds for HCl formed concomi-
tantly with v850 and v851; all D-atom speeds slower than
4500 m/s correspond to HCl(v851) product molecules, and
speeds faster than 4500 m/s correspond to HCl(v850).
2. Differential cross sections
The measured D-atom speed distribution shown in Fig.
3~b! was analyzed in order to extract vibrationally state-
resolved CM DCSs. The analysis method requires, however,
some assumptions about the dependence of reactivity on the
HCl rotational state and on the collision energy of the ex-
periment. In order to convert product speeds into scattering
angles, we have generated sets of basis functions equally
spaced in cos u. The HCl rotational distribution was ac-
counted for by generating multiple sets of basis functions
FIG. 2. HCl(v851) rotational state distribution for Cl1HD(v51,J51) at
0.065 eV mean collision energy. Data are obtained from REMPI spectra of
the E(0,1) Q-branch, and populations are determined through the use of
empirical correction factors. Error bars are statistical and represent one stan-
dard deviation.
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that assume different product internal energies. These basis
functions were then summed together and weighted appro-
priately according to the theoretical ~QM! rotational distribu-
tion ~the experimental and QM distributions are in excellent
agreement; see below!. Rotationally state-averaged sets of
basis functions for 10 collision energies between 40 meV
and 150 meV were then generated and averaged over the
collision energy distribution corresponding to a translational
temperature of 50 K @shown in Fig. 1~b!#, and weighted with
the QCT integral cross sections ~see below!. The resulting
basis functions so constructed were then used to fit the D1
arrival profile in order to obtain the HCl(v850) and
HCl(v851) DCSs which are shown in Fig. 4. As there is
ambiguity between forward scattered HCl(v850) and back-
ward scattered HCl(v851), the HCl(v850) DCS was fit for
cos u<0.4. The resulting DCSs represent the product scatter-
ing averaged over the range of collision energies and
summed over the product rotational states. In Fig. 4, the
scales of the HCl(v850) and HCl(v851) DCSs are referred
to the same relative units; thus by integrating these cross
sections over scattering angle, a vibrational state branching
ratio of 3.5:1 for HCl(v851):HCl(v850) has been ob-
tained. An identical analysis of the data assuming a 100 K
beam temperature was performed, obtaining very similar re-
sults.
In order to demonstrate the reliability of the analysis
method employed to extract the DCS the QCT DCSs as a
function of collision energy ~see below! were used to simu-
late an ‘‘artificial’’ ion arrival profile assuming a 50 K trans-
lational temperature for the HD molecular beam. We then fit
these data and compared the resulting average scattering with
the actual ~theoretical! collision energy averaged DCSs used
as the input for the simulation. In analyzing this artificially
constructed data, translational temperatures of 50 K and 100
K were assumed. The resulting fits are comparable to the
actual theoretical result. In general terms, the agreement is
good, lending credit to the analysis method employed, even
with inaccuracies in the estimation of the molecular beam
temperature.
Sources of error in the analysis indubitably arise from
several assumptions that are made. A 50 K HD translational
temperature is assumed; if the actual temperature differs sig-
nificantly from this value, small changes in the computed
DCS would result. In a similar fashion, the analysis is mostly
insensitive to the integral cross section, though large devia-
tions in the theoretical values used will result in some error.
Next, the analysis assumes that the theoretical HCl(v850)
rotational state distribution is correct. However, owing to the
FIG. 3. ~a! D1 arrival profile for Cl1HD(v51,J51) at 0.065 eV mean
collision energy. Experimental data are plotted along with the best fit, from
which the speed distribution and differential cross sections are obtained. ~b!
D-atom speed distribution resulting from a best fit to the ion arrival profiles;
error bars represent one standard deviation. Due to the favorable kinematics
of the reaction, formation of different product HCl vibrational states results
in markedly differing D-atom speeds. The speed distributions are plotted
along with vertical dashed lines which indicate the range of speeds possible
for D atoms formed concomittantly with each possible product vibrational
state of the HCl molecule.
FIG. 4. Differential cross sections for HCl(v850) and HCl(v851) prod-
ucts from the Cl1HD(v51,J51) reaction. The scaling of the ordinate axis
of both panels reflects the 3.5:1 branching ratio in favor of the vibrationally
excited product. Error bars represent one standard deviation.
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large amount of translational energy available in the
D1HCl(v850) channel, the exact amount of rotational en-
ergy will have little impact on the calculated scattering. Fi-
nally, the analysis procedure implicitly assumes that the DCS
does not change appreciably with collision energy or with
the product rotational state; this assumption is likely to be
inexact. Despite errors introduced by assumptions in the
analysis, we find that the broad features of the inverted scat-
tering distributions will be correct. Assignment of popula-
tions in adjacent bins in the DCS are not as well determined.
For example, the HCl(v851) DCS is roughly back scattered
with a peak at cos u520.5, dropping sharply for more back-
ward scattered trajectories. Analysis of the data using differ-
ent assumptions will partition population into these two bins
differently and may remove this sharp dip, but the general
shape of the DCS will remain unchanged, being predomi-
nantly backward with some sideward and forward scattering.
3. Reagent alignment effects
The effect of HD reagent alignment on the reaction was
studied using SRP to prepare highly aligned HD(v51,J
52) via the S(0) transition. The polarizations of the SRP
pump and Stokes lasers were parallel to each other, and ion
arrival profiles were recorded with the SRP polarizations par-
allel and perpendicular to the detection axis. Additionally,
the photolysis laser polarization was also alternated during
the course of the experiment to lie parallel or perpendicular
to the detection axis. Thus, four polarization-dependent ion
arrival profiles were recorded for every experiment; these
four profiles are shown in Fig. 5 along with a best fit to the
data. These experimental geometries are defined relative to a
laboratory-frame coordinate system in which the Z axis is the
detection axis, the Y axis is the laser propagation direction,
and the X axis is defined by Z3Y . The marked dependence
of the experimental profiles on SRP laser polarization indi-
cates that reagent alignment effects are significant.
Excitation through the S(0) transition prepares HD(v
51,J52,M50), and this alignment can be described in
terms of spherical tensor alignment moments, a0
252A2/7
and an a0
4 value of 2/7, with respect to the SRP polarization
direction. ~An a0
2 of 2A2/7 equates to an A0
2 of 21.! The
experiment is less sensitive to reagent a0
4 alignment effects
than it is to a0
2 alignment effects; therefore, this higher-order
moment is ignored in the analysis. As was detailed in Sec.
III, the effect of this laboratory-frame a0
2 preparation on re-
activity is expressed by three center-of-mass-frame normal-
ized J-PDDCSs, S0$
2%/S00 , S11$
2% /S00 , and S21$
2% /S00 .
The probability density function @Eq. ~1!# can be used to
extract reagent alignment effects from the data. In order to
accomplish this task, this equation must be convoluted with
the distribution of HD rotational axes resulting from the SRP
preparation. Furthermore, as optical preparation aligns JHD
in the laboratory frame, each reactive collision will have a
different JHD distribution in the k,k8 frame. Thus, the
polarization-dependent reactivity will depend on the pre-
pared alignment a0
2
, the values of the DCS (S00) and
J-PDDCSs, and the polar and azimuthal angles r and x
which relate the k,k8 scattering frame and the laboratory
frame. This probability density function is
P~r ,x!5S0015a02FS0$2%P2~cos r!1)2 S11$2% sin 2r cos x
1
)
2 S21
$2% sin2 r cos 2xG . ~3!
Each product in the laboratory frame results from a dis-
tribution of possible reagent approach directions. Each of
these collisions has a different value of r and x and thus a
different dependence on the J-PDDCSs. In order to deter-
mine the experimental sensitivity to these moments for a
given product, reagent alignment effects must be integrated
over all possible vCl velocities. Additionally, this integral
needs to be weighted by the distribution of reagent veloci-
ties, which is determined by the photolysis polarization and
the anisotropy, b, of the photodissociation. As a Monte Carlo
algorithm is used to generate basis functions, this algorithm
is easily expanded to perform the relevant integral numeri-
cally. In order to fit the data, these polarization-dependent
basis functions were generated for each reagent alignment
moment and each experimental geometry.
The analysis method previously used in this laboratory
to obtain alignment moments for reagent steric effects18 and
product rotational alignment37,38 is not ideally suited to the
current study. In previous analyses, the data was fit sepa-
rately to obtain the DCS and the alignment moments. The
DCS was fit by summing experimental profiles to yield a
composite isotropic profile, I i12I’ . Then, alignment mo-
ments were extracted from anisotropic profiles, 2(I i2I’),
from one or more experimental geometries. This methodol-
ogy is not optimal for the analysis of Cl1HD reagent align-
ment for two reasons. First, cylindrical symmetry in the ex-
periment is broken by the photolysis laser polarization, and
consequently the ‘‘isotropic’’ profile contains a dependence
on alignment as well; because the alignment effects are very
large, this effect becomes significant. Second, as we need to
fit four parameters to the data ~the DCS and three alignment
moments!, we require all four experimental geometries, and
cannot reduce this number through the formation of compos-
ite profiles. Consequently, all four experimental profiles are
FIG. 5. Dependence of experimental D1 arrival profiles on photolysis and
SRP polarizations. HD(v51,J52) was prepared with a large rotational
alignment via S(0) excitation. This alignment causes dramatic changes in
signal as a function of pump and photolysis polarization ~see text for de-
tails!. In this experiment, we define the detection axis as Z. The points are
the data, the solid line shows the best fit.
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fit simultaneously without the formation of composite pro-
files. We have verified that the three alignment moments
produce basis functions which are linearly independent, and
thus the parameters obtained are, in theory, uniquely deter-
mined. However, the signal-to-noise in this experiment re-
sults in some covariance between the polarization moments.
For this reason, in hindsight it would have been advanta-
geous to acquire an additional experimental geometry with
the photolysis polarization ~or the reagent alignment prepa-
ration! along the laboratory Y axis ~the current SRP and pho-
tolysis laser propagation axis.!
We generated 48 basis functions for each of the four
polarization geometries. Four basis functions were generated
for each product speed to account for the four terms in Eq.
~3!; 12 product speeds were used to fit the data, as the in-
creased number of speeds ~probably exceeding the experi-
mental resolution! insures that the scattering-angle-
dependent sensitivity of the alignment moments is correctly
modeled. Collision energy and product state distributions
were not accounted for in these basis functions. All four
experimental geometries were recorded during each experi-
ment, and thus the relative intensities of each profile are well
determined experimentally. The four experimental profiles
were then fit simultaneously. A least-squares-fitting proce-
dure was used to extract scattering-angle-averaged polariza-
tion parameters for HCl(v851) products. A modified
maximum-entropy algorithm was also found to be successful
in fitting the data ~resulting in scattering-angle-dependent
J-PDDCSs!, and yielded very similar results to the least-
squares analysis. The least-squares analysis is used, however,
because the variance-covariance matrix facilitates the estima-
tion of statistical error bars.
The resulting fit is shown along with the data in Fig. 5.
Polarization parameters obtained for HCl(v851) are s0$2%
520.0460.27, s11$
2%50.3760.14, and s21$
2%520.0760.15.
The error estimates are single-parameter variances; that is,
they indicate the maximum deviation of a single parameter if
the other two values are fixed. Covariances in the data are
not overly large and are negative for s0$
2% and s11$
2% and for s11$
2%
and s21$
2%
. Thus, acceptable fits to the data are also produced
for larger negative values of s0$
2% and s21$
2%
, along with
smaller values of s11$
2%
. There was insufficient signal to mea-
sure alignment effects unambiguously for HCl(v850).
For HCl(v851), the reagent alignment moments are
significant, especially for the back-scattered product. A
physical interpretation of the measured reagent alignment pa-
rameters indicates that reaction favors collision geometries
where vCl and JHD are perpendicular, and the resulting prod-
ucts have some preference to scatter in the plane perpendicu-
lar to JHD. Furthermore, products scatter preferentially when
JHD is tilted ‘‘away’’ from vCl, along the x1z axis. In inter-
preting the reagent alignment effects, it should be noted that
the experiment does not distinguish between alignment ef-
fects with respect to JHD or with respect the H–D bond.
In analyzing reagent alignment, we have ignored the
higher-order alignment moments ~the Sq$
k%
,k.2), as well as
three- and four-vector correlations resulting from the align-
ment of the Cl atom. These effects are likely to be small.
Simulations indicate that the experiment is less sensitive to
the prepared a0
4
. For the Cl-atom alignment effects, only the
a2
(2)(’) moment influences the alignment measurements, and
hyperfine depolarization reduces its value substantially
~20.09!.39 Therefore, it is unlikely that these additional phe-
nomena will change the total magnitude of the observed
alignment. However, as these processes will depend differ-
ently on pump and photolysis polarizations, small contribu-
tions to the signal could cause the analysis to shift intensity
between the S0$
2%
, S11$
2%
, and S21$
2%
. It is also possible that
residual thermal motion of the HD reagent will reduce the
size of the observed alignment effects, though we estimate
the magnitude of this reduction to be relatively small. All of
these possibilities should be kept in mind when comparing
experimental and theoretical results.
B. Theoretical results
1. Excitation functions and differential cross sections
The lines in the top panel of Fig. 6 correspond to the
QCT excitation functions for the two channels of the
Cl1HD(v51,J51) reaction calculated on the G3 PES. It is
interesting to note that the threshold for the reaction yielding
DCl1H is larger than the one for the production of HCl1D.
Moreover, the cross sections corresponding to the formation
of DCl molecules are smaller than those for HCl production
from threshold up to a collision energy of about 0.12 eV, and
FIG. 6. Solid lines: QCT excitation functions, sR(Ecol), for the Cl1HD(v
51,J51) ~top panel! and Cl1HD(v51,J52) ~bottom panel! reactions
yielding HCl1D and DCl1H products calculated on the G3 PES. Solid
symbols: QM reaction cross sections at the fixed collision energy Ecol
50.065 eV.
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from that value the DCl1H channel becomes more reactive
than the HCl1D channel. This behavior was observed pre-
viously by Persky40 for the Cl1HD(v50) reaction in QCT
calculations on the strongly collinear LEPS-type GSW PES,
and is in agreement with previous QCT calculations on the
G3 PES.16 In the QCT calculations of Persky, it was found
that the isotopic branching ratio G5sR(HCl)/sR(DCl)
strongly depends on Ecol and initial J and, whereas at low
collision energy, HCl is the predominant product, as Ecol
increases G decreases rapidly, becoming less than unity. The
fact that the center of mass of the HD molecule is closer to
the D atom implies a greater cone of acceptance for the at-
tack of Cl to this end of the molecule, and thus, the reaction
to produce DCl will be more likely. However, given the
asymmetry of the PES, the collisions of Cl atoms with the H
end of the molecule will take place at larger distances than
those with the D end, and the threshold for production of
DCl molecules will be larger than the corresponding one for
HCl. As can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 6, HD rotation
has an overall negative effect on reactivity, behavior that was
previously observed in QCT calculations for the Cl1H2(v
50) and Cl1D2(v50) reactions on the G3 PES.15 In addi-
tion, initial rotation favors the formation of HCl molecules
and produces an increase of the threshold for the production
of DCl products, in agreement with the results of Persky.40
The solid symbols in the top panel of Fig. 6 correspond
to the QM reaction cross sections calculated at the fixed col-
lision energy of 0.065 eV. As can be seen, the QM cross
sections are slightly smaller than their QCT counterparts, and
this fact could indicate that the zero-point energy constraints
at the saddle point compensate the tunneling effect for the
reaction of Cl atoms with HD molecules in v51.
Figure 7 depicts the QCT vibrationally state-resolved ex-
citation functions for the two channels of the Cl1HD(v
51,J51) reaction. For the reaction yielding HCl molecules,
the most populated v8 state from threshold up to the highest
collision energy calculated is v851. In particular, at Ecol
50.10 eV, the v851/v850 ratio is about 2 and this ratio
increases with collision energy. The most populated DCl vi-
brational state is also v851. However, for this channel of the
reaction, the QCT calculation predicts a substantial produc-
tion of DCl molecules in v852 and a v851/v850 ratio
significantly smaller than that for the HCl1D channel. As
can be seen, the QM v8 state-resolved cross sections at
Ecol50.065 eV are smaller than the QCT ones ~see com-
ments above!. At this collision energy, the QCT calculation
predicts a cross section of 0.025 Å2 for the production of
DCl(v852), in contrast with the QM results, for which this
channel is energetically closed. This result arises from the
binning procedure used for the assignment of final rovibra-
tional states in the QCT method in which trajectories with
vibrational energy less than that corresponding to v852 are
assigned to this state.
Three-dimensional ~3D! perspectives of the collision-
energy-dependent DCSs for the reaction yielding HCl(v8
50,1)1D calculated quasiclassically are shown in Fig. 8.
For the HCl(v850)1D channel, the DCSs are markedly
backward at the lowest collision energies, and they become
more sideways as the collision energy increases. The same
behavior is observed for the HCl(v851)1D channel, but in
this case forward scattering starts to appear at collision en-
ergies larger than 0.15 eV. At the highest collision energies
calculated in this work ~’0.25 eV!, forward and sideways
scattering becomes more important in the DCSs, in agree-
ment with previous QCT calculations for the title reaction at
Ecol50.2775 eV.16 Some of the v8 state-resolved DCSs at
selected collision energies between 0.05 eV up to 0.25 eV
are depicted in Fig. 9. The corresponding DCSs for the re-
action yielding DCl(v850,1)1H are also shown. In this
case, the DCSs are less sideways and the forward peak
smaller than the ones for the HCl(v850,1)1D channel. For
both channels, the v8 state-resolved DCSs are backward with
some sideways component at the collision energies spanned
by the experiment.
Figure 10 shows the comparison of the QM and QCT
total and v8 state-resolved DCSs for both channels of the
reaction calculated at the experimental mean collision energy
Ecol50.065 eV. Apart from the smaller cross section values
found in the QM calculations ~see comments above!, good
general agreement between the QM and QCT DCSs is found.
Some interesting discrepancies exist; in particular, the QM
calculation for the HCl1D channel predicts more sideways
scattering and a small peak in the forward direction which is
absent in the QCT results. In the case of the DCl1H channel,
both QM and QCT DCSs are strongly backward. An impor-
tant disparity between the QM and QCT results for the pro-
FIG. 7. Lines: QCT vibrationally state-resolved excitation functions for the
Cl1HD(v51,J51) reaction. Solid symbols: QM reaction cross sections at
the fixed collision energy Ecol50.065 eV.
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duction of DCl1H is the presence of scattering into
DCl(v852) in the QCT case, a channel that is energetically
closed at this collision energy in the QM calculation.
The QM and QCT HCl product rotational distributions
for v850 and v851 calculated at Ecol50.065 eV are shown
in Fig. 11. The QCT rotational distributions are distinctly
hotter than the QM distributions, although both theoretical
distributions peak at J853 for HCl(v851). The same ten-
dency has been observed previously for related reactive
systems.1,2 The hotter QCT rotational distributions have been
attributed to the binning procedures employed for the assign-
ment of final states ~which can assign trajectories with lower
vibrational energy to a higher vibrational state!.
2. Reagent rotational polarization dependent
differential cross sections
Figure 12 depicts the QCT vibrationally state-resolved
DCSs and J-PDDCSs for the Cl1HD(v51,J52)
→HCl(v850,1)1D reaction calculated at Ecol50.1 eV on
the G3 PES. The calculations have been carried out at Ecol
50.1 eV because the reactivity for J52 is very small at the
experimental mean collision energy of 0.065 eV. As can be
seen, the scattering is confined predominantly to the back-
ward hemisphere for both v8 states, the DCSs peaking at
u’160°.
The renormalized J-PDDCSs are shown in Fig. 13.
Given the low reactivity for u values below 45°, the large
statistical errors prevent the extraction of meaningful infor-
mation in the forward scattering region.
For both HCl(v850) and HCl(v851) products, the
S0$
2%/S00 moment indicates that J tends to be polarized with
respect to k at an average value of ’70° and does not change
with scattering angles. The polarization parameter integrated
over scattering angles, s0$
2%
, is 20.27160.003 and 20.254
60.002 for v850 and v851, respectively.
The positive values of the S11$
2% /S00 moment shown in
Fig. 13, indicate a clear tendency for J alignment to be along
the x1z axis. However, the absolute values of the 211 mo-
ment are relatively small in comparison with the classical
limiting values. The polarization parameter s11$
2% is 0.144
60.005 and 0.18760.003 for v850 and v851,
respectively.
Finally, the value of the S21$
2% /S00 polarization moment is
very small for both v8 states, especially in the region where
scattering is more important. Only for scattering angles
smaller than about 90° does its value become clearly nega-
tive, revealing the preference for J to point along the y axis.
The polarization parameter s21$
2% is 20.05660.007 and
20.04760.004 for v850 and v851, respectively, indicat-
ing a very small overall tendency of J to be aligned along the
y axis.
For J52, polarization parameters with rank up to 4 can
be determined, which includes orientation ~odd! and align-
ment ~even! moments. We find that the QCT calculation pre-
dicts a very small orientation along the 2y axis ~the calcu-
lated s12$
1% is 20.05 and 20.10 for v850 and v851,
respectively!, and the whole distribution can be essentially
accounted for by using only the alignment parameters.40
C. Comparison between experiment and theory
In this section, the experimental results obtained in the
present work for the Cl1HD(v51,J) reaction presented in
Sec. IV A are compared with the theoretical predictions
based on QM and QCT dynamical calculations on the G3
PES presented in Sec. IV B. Note that given the collision
energy spread of the experiment, a proper comparison be-
tween theory and experiment requires the calculation of
collision-energy-averaged theoretical quantities. This averag-
ing is only possible for the QCT calculations which have
been performed for the Cl1HD reaction as a function of
collision energy ~see Sec. III!. Given the high computational
cost of the QM calculations, they were carried out only at the
experimental mean collision energy of 0.065 eV.
Table I shows the experimental and theoretical isotopic
branching ratios G ~DCl/HCl!, and the vibrational branching
ratios G(v851/v850) for the HCl1D channel of the reac-
tion. As can be seen, both theoretical ~QCT and QM! calcu-
lations predict a clear preference for production of HCl over
DCl at the mean collision energy of the experiment
FIG. 8. 3D perspective of the collision energy dependent DCSs for the
Cl1HD(v51,J51) reaction yielding HCl(v850)1D ~top! and HCl(v8
51)1D ~bottom! calculated quasiclassically on the G3 PES. Note the for-
ward peak in the DCSs appearing at collision energies larger than 0.15 eV
for the HCl(v851)1D channel of the reaction.
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(G~DCl/HCl)50.18 and 0.15, respectively! in contrast with
the measurements, which show a branching ratio close to
unity. Once the QCT excitation functions are convoluted
with the experimental collision energy distribution, this ratio
increases to 0.32, still far from the experimental value. The
HCl vibrational branching ratio, G(v851/v850) deduced
experimentally is significantly larger than the theoretical val-
ues ~3.5 vs ’2!. In this case, averaging of the QCT results
FIG. 9. QCT vibrationally state-resolved DCSs at selected collision energies between 0.05 eV up to 0.25 eV for the two product channels of the
Cl1HD(v51,J51) reaction calculated on the G3 PES.
FIG. 10. QM and QCT vibrationally state-resolved DCSs for the Cl1HD(v51,J51) reaction calculated at Ecol50.065 eV on the G3 PES.
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with collision energy does not make a significant difference.
These results indicate that the theoretical predictions on the
G3 PES are clearly at variance with the experimental data.
Given the good agreement found between the QM and QCT
results, these discrepancies cannot be attributed to the theo-
retical methodology. The disagreement between experiment
and theory thus indicates either deficiencies in the PES or
error in the experimental data ~though it should be noted that
the measurement of the isotopic branching ratio, in particu-
lar, is quite simple and robust.!
The experimental and theoretical product rotational state
distributions for HCl(v851) are shown in Fig. 14. The the-
oretical distributions have been scaled to the experimental
distribution. Note that the QCT rotational distribution shown
in Fig. 14 has been convoluted with the experimental colli-
sion energy distribution, whereas the QM distribution corre-
sponds to the calculation at the fixed collision energy of
0.065 eV. As can be seen, the agreement between the experi-
mental and QM distributions is extremely good. In contrast,
the QCT distribution shows somewhat more rotational exci-
tation; this effect, which has been discussed above, is attrib-
uted to the binning procedure used in the QCT method. Be-
cause the averaged QCT rotational distribution shown in Fig.
14 is very similar to the one obtained from calculations at the
fixed collision energy of 0.065 eV ~shown in Fig. 11!, it is
expected that the same applies to the QM case, and thus the
good agreement with experiment would remain in the case of
a collision-energy-averaged QM rotational distribution.
The experimentally determined DCSs for HCl(v850,1)
are presented in Fig. 15 along with the collision-energy-
averaged QCT DCSs. As can be seen, there is a qualitative
agreement between the experimental and QCT data. The ex-
perimental DCSs are sideways peaked at about cos u5
20.4, and this sideways character is larger for v851. The
QCT DCSs are predominantly backward, although the ex-
perimental scattering in the sideways region of the backward
hemisphere is well reproduced by the theoretical calculation.
The QCT and QM results obtained at the fixed collision en-
ergy of 0.065 eV are also predominantly backward ~see Fig.
10! and the collision energy evolution of the QCT DCSs
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 indicate that the backward character
of the DCSs is maintained.
The important issue is to assess whether the observed
discrepancies between theory and experiment can be attrib-
uted to the assumptions made in the analysis of the experi-
mental profiles, or if they arise from real differences. In par-
FIG. 11. QM and QCT vibrationally state-resolved product rotational dis-
tributions for the Cl1HD(v51,J51) reaction yielding HCl molecules cal-
culated at Ecol50.065 eV on the G3 PES.
FIG. 12. QCT DCSs and 20, 211, and 221 J-PDDCs for the Cl1HD(v51,J52) reaction yielding HCl(v850,1) molecules calculated at Ecol50.10 eV on
the G3 PES.
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ticular, it is necessary to determine if the peak at cos u5
20.4 in the experimental DCS for HCl(v851) and the re-
sulting drop for more backward scattered angles result from
the nature of the inversion procedure employed ~see discus-
sion in Sec. IV A 2!.
To check this point further, we have forward convoluted
the theoretical data, appropriately averaged over product in-
ternal states and collision energy, to produce a simulated
D-atom arrival profile directly comparable with the one ob-
tained experimentally. The simulated profile is shown in Fig.
16~a! together with the experimental one. This figure shows
that the differences between QCT and experimental DCSs
are a consequence of true features of the experimental data.
The differences between the simulated and experimental
D-atom profiles are labeled on the figure and are due to the
following: ~1! The vibrational branching ratio G(v851/v8
50), which is manifested experimentally by the ratio of
slow to fast D atoms, is significantly larger in the measured
data than in the QCT simulation ~see Table I!. ~2! The ex-
perimental data ‘‘fill in’’ more in the center of the profile,
which reflects a larger amount of slow D atoms as compared
to the QCT simulation; the D atoms with these speeds cor-
respond to sideways- and forward-scattered HCl(v851)
molecules, in agreement with the inverted DCSs data. Addi-
tionally, it is also observed that the two main peaks in the
simulated profile are shifted toward increasing D-atom
speeds, thus implying more backward scattering in HCl(v8
51) than in experiment. Therefore, we conclude that the
discrepancies between the experimental and QCT averaged
DCSs are real differences.
For H-atom products, a similar forward-convoluted the-
oretical profile is shown along with the experimental data in
Fig. 16~b!. These forms are not dissimilar in shape or relative
intensities of the central peak and outer ‘‘shoulders,’’ indi-
cating that experiment and theory are in rough, qualitative
agreement for scattering and vibrational branching of the
DCl product. Signal-to-noise considerations, along with the
FIG. 13. QCT renormalized 20, 211, and 221 J-PDDCSs for the
Cl1HD(v51,J52) reaction yielding HCl(v850,1) molecules calculated
at Ecol50.10 eV on the G3 PES.
TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical isotopic branching ratios G~DCl/
HCl! and vibrational branching ratios G(v851/v850) for the HCl1D
channel. The QCT ~averaged! data correspond to the QCT results convo-
luted with the experimental collision energy distribution, whereas the QCT
(Ecol50.065 eV) and QM (Ecol50.065 eV) correspond to the QCT and QM
calculations carried out at the experimental mean collision energy.
G~DCl/HCl! G(v851/v850)
Experiment 0.960.2 3.5
QCT ~averaged! 0.32 2.00
QCT (Ecol50.065 eV) 0.18 2.03
QM (Ecol50.065 eV) 0.15 2.13
FIG. 14. Comparison of experimental and theoretical rotational state distri-
butions for HCl(v851). Panel ~a! shows experimental data ~circles, solid
lines! and QCT results ~diamonds, dotted lines!; panel ~b! shows experimen-
tal data and QM results ~squares, dashed lines!. Note that agreement is
substantially better between the experimental results and the QM theory.
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unfavorable kinematics for this channel, prohibit more quan-
titative comparison.
Experimental measurements are in good agreement with
theoretical calculations for the effect of reagent alignment on
reactivity, and results are compared in Table II. For
HCl(v851) products ~which comprise the greatest number
of products, for which the most accurate measurement is thus
possible!, the experimental values are 20.04, 0.37, and
20.07 for the s0$
2%
, s11
$2%
, and s21$
2%
, respectively. The theoret-
ical values for these polarization parameters are 20.26, 0.19,
and 20.05. Agreement between experiment and theory is
good but not exact, with the measurement and calculation
agreeing on the overall magnitude of the alignment effect, as
well as the sign of each parameter. All parameters are within
or nearly within error bars. As was discussed previously, the
covariances in the determination of the experimental param-
eters support a larger ~more negative! s0$
2% in conjunction
with a smaller s11$
2%
, which is in excellent agreement with the
theoretical result. In fact, simulations of the D1 ion arrival
time profiles at the four different geometries of the laser
polarization vectors using the QCT polarization parameters
has been found in fair agreement with the experimental
data.41
Reagent alignment effects result from the geometry de-
pendence of reactivity. Consequently, we would expect the
alignment moments to be particularly sensitive to the shape
of the potential surface, especially at or near threshold ener-
gies. In studies of product rotational alignment, the QCT
results have proved to be in good agreement with
experiment42 and with QM calculations,35 even for very low
J8. The current work is one of the first QCT comparisons
performed for the reagent angular momentum polarization.
Our results for this benchmark reaction indicate that the
study of reagent alignment effects can also produce reason-
able agreement between experiment and theory.
QCT calculations of the reagent rotational effects in the
Cl1H2~D2!(v50) isotopic variants of the reaction on the G3
PES have shown that reagent rotational excitation decreases
the reactivity, at least for J,6 ~Ref. 15! at the collision
energy of interest. This effect was explained in terms of the
FIG. 15. Comparison of experimental and theoretical differential cross sec-
tions for ~a! HCl(v850) and ~b! HCl(v851) products. The data is shown
with error bars for one standard deviation; the theory is from QCT calcula-
tions, weighted according to the experimentally determined collision energy
distribution.
FIG. 16. ~a! Experimental D1 arrival profile ~solid line! compared with a
forward convoluted simulated profile ~dashed line! using the QCT HCl
DCSs and vibrational branching ratio. The major deviations between the two
profiles are marked and described in the text. ~b! Same as ~a! but for H1
arrival profile.
TABLE II. Experimental and theoretical reagent polarization parameters
sq1
$k% for HCl(v851) products. See text for discussion of error estimates
~error bars are single-parameter error estimates showing maximum deviation
of one parameter when the other two are fixed! and the comparison of
experiment to theory.
s0
$2% s11
$2% s21
$2%
Experiment 20.0460.27 0.3760.14 20.0760.15
QCT 20.254 0.187 20.047
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strong collinear character of the G3 PES, where rotational
excitation perturbs trajectories approaching the barrier. For
the Cl1HD(v51,J51,2) reaction, the present QCT results
on the G3 PES show that the isotopic branching ratio
~HC1D!/~DCl1H! increases with J, but rotational excitation
has a negative effect on the overall reactivity. Notice that the
isotopic branching ratio ~HCl1D!/~DCl1H! also changes
dramatically with collision energy ~see Fig. 6!; close to the
threshold the branching ratio is greater than unity, whereas at
collision energies high enough the DCl1H channel domi-
nates. This behavior is in agreement with recent QCT calcu-
lations on an empirical LEPS PES reported by Song and
Gislason43 for the Cl1HD(v50,1) reaction, in which both
vibrational and rotational excitations favor the HCl1D chan-
nel of the reaction. These effects are characteristic of
strongly collinear potential surfaces, such as the G3 and the
empirical LEPS surfaces. A PES with a broader bending po-
tential allowing glancing trajectories to reach the transition
state, would augment the orientation effects, changing the
picture completely. In that case, rotational excitation would
favor reactivity and, furthermore, for a mass-asymmetric sys-
tem like the title reaction, rotational excitation would favor
the DCl1H channel. Preliminary experiments for the mea-
surement of the excitation functions of the Cl1HD(v50)
reaction44 seem to indicate that the DCl1H channel strongly
dominates over the HCl1D channel from threshold up to
0.32 eV collision energy. The discrepancies between experi-
ment and calculations on the G3 PES found in the present
work together with the recent theory and experiments de-
tailed above suggest that the actual PES for this system
would differ significantly from the G3 PES.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The dynamics of the Cl1HD(v51,J51,2) reaction
have been studied experimentally and theoretically. Isotopic
and vibrational branching ratios, rotational distribution of the
HCl(v851) product, and differential cross sections have
been extracted from the experimental measurements using
the photoloc/core-extraction technique. In addition, the effect
of the alignment of the reagent angular momentum polariza-
tion on reactivity has been investigated for the Cl1HD(v
51,J52) reaction. Experimental results have been com-
pared with quasiclassical and quantum mechanical dynami-
cal calculations that have been carried out for the title reac-
tion on the G3 potential energy surface.
Experimental and calculated isotopic and vibrational
branching ratios show substantial differences. The collision-
energy-averaged QCT calculated value for G~DCl/HCl! is
0.32, compared to the experimental measurement of 0.9
60.2. Averaging over collision energy was not possible for
the QM calculations, but as QM and QCT yield similar re-
sults at 0.065 eV, the experimental value is also not expected
to be in agreement with QM calculations. Experimental mea-
surement of the HCl vibrational branching ratio, G(v8
51,v850), yields a value of 3.5, as compared to QCT and
QM calculated values of approximately 2. In contrast, the
experimentally determined HCl(v851) rotational state dis-
tribution is in extremely good agreement with the QM cal-
culation. The rotational state distribution from QCT calcula-
tions is qualitatively similar, but it does not agree with
experiment nearly as well as the QM result.
Experimental DCSs for HCl(v850) and HCl(v851)
are both backward- and side-scattered, with very little for-
ward scattering evident. This result agrees quantitatively
with collision-energy-averaged QCT calculations. Small dif-
ferences between the experimental and theoretical cross sec-
tions are observed, including a greater preference for side-
ways scattering that is seen in the experimental data. These
differences are borne out in a direct comparison of the ex-
perimental D1 arrival profile with a theoretical profile that is
forward convoluted from the QCT calculations.
The effect of HD rotational alignment on reactivity was
determined experimentally and theoretically. Experimental
measurement shows that HD rotational alignment has a sig-
nificant effect on the Cl1HD(v51,J52) reaction, with
product formation taking place preferentially when Cl ap-
proaches perpendicular to JHD; that is, in the classical plane
of rotation of the HD reagent. Furthermore, HCl products
tend to scatter in the same plane with a propensity to scatter
along the xz plane. QCT-calculated reagent alignment mo-
ments are in good agreement, showing the same sign and
magnitude as the experimental results.
This work embodies an extensive comparison between
experimental measurement and QCT and QM calculations
for the Cl1HD (v51; J51,2) reaction. It is particularly
interesting that this comparison includes both marked dis-
similarities, such as those observed for product isotopic and
vibrational branching ratios, as well as close correspon-
dences between experiment and theory for product state dis-
tributions and differential cross sections. This range of be-
havior provides a rigorous test of the features of the G3
surface. Additionally, the measurement and calculation of
reagent alignment effects gives insight into the geometry and
dynamics of the reaction, promising a sensitive test for refin-
ing the reactive PES.
Recent ab initio calculations have permitted the determi-
nation of a new global PES for this system,19 after the ma-
jority of calculations were completed using the G3 PES. Al-
though the barrier of the PES is similar to that of the G3
PES, both surfaces show notably different topologies. QM
calculations performed for the Cl1HD(v50) reaction on
this new PES show interesting dynamical differences in
comparison with the results obtained on the G3 PES.45 In
particular, these new calculations predict that the DCl chan-
nel is more favored than the HCl one, in contrast with the
findings on the G3 PES and in agreement with the present
experimental results. Moreover, these results seem to ac-
count very well for the most recent experimental determina-
tion of the excitation functions for the Cl1HD(v50)
reaction.44,45 It will be of utmost interest to see whether fu-
ture calculations on the new PES show closer correspon-
dence to our experimental results.
One important conclusion of the present work is the con-
venience, if not the necessity, of a close interplay between
theoretical and experimental work in order to gain the deep-
est understanding of the dynamics of chemical reactions.
Nowadays, state-of-the-art experiments are able to provide
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the most stringent test for accurate theoretical calculations on
precise PESs for simple reactive systems. Conversely, an in-
sightful interpretation of the experiments requires sound the-
oretical calculations of the corresponding dynamical observ-
ables experimentally accessible.
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